
Marketing Intern – 2022 SEPT START 
 

At BOL, we’re on a mission to become the leading naturally plant-powered food brand on planet 
earth. Admittedly we have some way to go in order to achieve these lofty heights but now 7 years 
in, we’ve made a good start and are now seen as one of the leading plant-based brands in the UK. 
We know that our food choices are the biggest environmental decision we face every day, so 
wherever people are on their foodie journey at BOL we aim to offer something delicious, healthy, 
and quick for every occasion so that we can help make eating a mainly plant based diet the norm.  

To support us with our ambitions, we’re looking for a bright Marketing intern to support the team 
with key activations in 2022 & 23  

The person  

The ideal candidate will be either a current university student looking for an industrial placement 
as part of their sandwich course or a new graduate ready to dip their toe into the world of plant 
powered FMCG. We’re looking for someone with great energy, a keenness to learn and ready to 
get stuck in and roll their sleeves up. You are: 

• Logical, show initiative and love problem solving 
• A great communicator with strong interpersonal skills 
• Able to work to deadlines whilst keeping cool under pressure 
• Pro-active and flexible, ready to dive into any task 
• Detail orientated, flagging errors as you go and improving process where you see 

inefficiencies  
• Able to work autonomously and take ownership of projects – proactively managing 

workload & prioritising effectively  
• A good all-rounder with a flair for creativity as well as numerical skill. 

The role in brief 
 

• Marketing Activation: 
 

o Assist the Marketing team with key product launches and activations across 2022 
(think Paid Media, Organic Channels, Social Media & Digital as some of the 
channels we activate within) 

o Organise sample & press send-outs for all requests across our cross-functional 
teams 

o Own and manage the online e-merchandising process for old and new products 
liaising with marketing, commercial, Brandbank and retailers 

o Support the team at sampling/live/expo events 
o Support the marketing team with adhoc & incremental projects e.g. BOL foods 

loyalty programme 
 

• Retailer Reporting: 
 

o Working with the Commercial team, responsible for updating and analysing 
weekly Retailer’s performance, including compiling consumer’s online product 
reviews and weekly sales performance across our top grocery accounts 

o Weekly store visits to check BOL’s on-shelf appearance, marketing activity and 
competitor promotions 
 

• Internal Support: 
 

o Support the Office Manager in any adhoc office requests e.g. new starter IT set up, 
equipment ordering, meeting organisation 

o Be the fridge guardian, unpacking the weekly BOL delivery and ensuring the fridge 
is always neat and in-shelf life 
 

• Customer Service Support:  
o Identify and share customer service report and inputs for Product Market 

Meetings 



o Monitor the customer service Zendesk and respond to queries in an accurate and 
timely manner 

 
 
The start date for the Internship is between 30th August-2nd September 2022 and is a year-long 
internship. For post-graduate candidates, there will be potential to grow into a permanent role 
depending on performance. 
 

What you will get here  

Trying to do the right thing has been part of our DNA since day one. We have always tried to be a 
force for good as a business, so embrace equal opportunities and cultural diversity in everything 
that we do. We take our products as serious as it gets, our responsibility to both people & planet 
too (we have recently received our B Corp accreditation). But we believe the serious stuff can still 
be delivered in a fun and high energy environment. Leave the corporate mumbo jumbo at the 
door. This role will largely be based out of the Veg Pad, a canal side studio at 5 Merchant Square 
WeWork in Paddington. The freebie food & drink benefits are endless, think freshly brewed coffee 
from the smiley barista, plant powered brekkie, lunch, and dinner on BOL not to mention the free 
beer & cider taps.  

The team, culture and relationships built here are second to none.  

Timelines  

Submissions for this role will be open until Friday 19th August with interviews taking place on a 
rolling basis from the date the role is posted.  

How to apply  

Please e-mail your CV and a short cover note on why you’re excited by this role and opportunity to 
scott.sutcliffe@bolfoods.com   

  


